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EDITORIAL

Behind Donald Trump’s
endorsement of Poland
Media outlets that reported disparagingly on Donald Trump’s presence at
the recent G20 meeting in Hamburg,
Germany, almost totally ignored his visit
to Poland en route to Hamburg.
This is surprising, because the American President had to fly over Germany
to get to Poland, and then had to reverse
direction to get to the G20 meeting.
The visit to Poland was therefore a
high priority for the American President
– although obviously not for the media.
As it turned out, the Hamburg meeting
attracted more attention for the rioters
who descended on the city than for the
resolutions adopted by the G20 leaders.
President Trump would have been
well aware that he faced hostility from
many of the leaders at the G20, principally over his withdrawal from the Paris
Climate Agreement, but also because
of his withdrawal of U.S. funding for
International Planned Parenthood, his
criticism of state funding for “renewable
energy” – a sacred cow in Europe – his
support for the development of U.S.
fossil-fuel resources, criticism of the
European Union, and support for Brexit.
It is no secret that almost all G20 leaders wanted Hillary Clinton elected President of the United States, were dismayed
by the election outcome, and hoped that
Trump would not follow through on his
election promises.
It was therefore no surprise that
Trump was largely ignored and made to
feel isolated at the G20 meeting, which
attempted to strong-arm him into backing the Paris Climate Agreement. When
he wouldn’t be, he was ignored.

Preference
In visiting Poland prior to the G20
meeting, Trump was clearly indicating
his preference for interacting with the
Polish Government and people, who
emerged from the long period of Soviet
occupation as beacons of freedom and
morality in the Western world.
In his ringing endorsement of the
spirit of the Polish people, whose coun-

try has been frequently attacked and
occupied by powerful neighbours, the
American President was not merely referring to Poland’s past, but also endorsing the Polish Government’s willingness
to stand up for itself today.
It is no secret that despite or perhaps
because of its intense desire to be seen as
a European nation with strong Christian
foundations, it has been relentlessly
attacked from outside.
Its refusal to go along with the secular libertarianism of the EU has been
ferociously attacked by the EU and the
Western media, on issues such as “samesex marriage” and the gender ideology
favoured by the EU.
The Polish Government has criticised
Angela Merkel’s open-door policy towards immigrants from the Middle East,
pointing out that Merkel had no right to
impose her policy on the rest of Europe.
It has expressed scepticism about the
role of carbon dioxide in climate change,
and is increasing its use of coal for power
generation, a policy opposed by the EU.
The ruling Law and Justice Party
has also been censured by the EU for
appointing a new head to Poland’s Constitutional Court, after the term of his
predecessor had expired, contrary to the
EU’s wishes.
Officials of the Justice Ministry have
also sought to question the former
President of Poland, Donald Tusk, over
alleged corruption. Tusk is now President of the European Union.
The Polish Government has also excited the hostility of the EU by banning
the over-the-counter sale of the “morning after” pill, and restricting access to
abortion.
Concerns over Poland’s very low birth
rate have prompted the Government to
introduce a strongly pro-family social
program, including the payment of 500
zloty ($175) per month for second and
subsequent children up to the age of 18.
The Family 500+ program is the centrepiece of the Government’s pro-family
policy, and is being partly funded by

PETER
WESTMORE

increasing the retirement age. It is wildly
popular with voters, while being opposed by the major opposition parties.
The effects of the Government’s
policies in encouraging the development
of Polish industry and expanding
family payments has been to kick-start
the economy, which the World Bank
recently predicted will grow by 3.3 per
cent in 2017, up from 2.8 per cent in
2016, and has now one of the highest
growth rates in Europe.
Since the U.S. presidential election
campaign, Donald Trump has arguably
been excessively optimistic about the
prospects of reaching an accommodation with Moscow in relation to Eastern Europe, North Korea and Russian
involvement in cyber-espionage and
electronic warfare.
By visiting Poland and enthusiastically endorsing the Polish Government
and people, President Trump has also
explicitly endorsed Poland’s strong role
in NATO, and his opposition to Russian
expansionism in Eastern Europe, a deep
concern of Poles, as well as of the peoples
of Ukraine and the Baltic states.
Trump’s speech in Warsaw clarified
an ambiguity in his policy towards
Vladimir Putin, and his straight talking
has not damaged relations with Moscow.
In fact, almost simultaneously, Washington announced that it had reached an
agreement with Moscow for a limited
ceasefire in southwest Syria.
It is to be hoped that this will be the
start of a process of ending the war in
NW
that country.
See page 12 for an edited version of
Donald Trump’s speech in Warsaw.
Peter Westmore is national president
of the National Civic Council.
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Liu Xiaobo’s extraordinary
courage remembered
The death of leading Chinese pro-democracy advocate Liu Xiaobo has been
marked around the world by media
articles and protests against the regime
which persecuted him for nearly 30
years for advocating democratic reform
inside China.
Liu won the Nobel Peace Prize while
a prisoner in 2010 for his advocacy of
peaceful reform of China’s one-party
dictatorship. The communist regime
prevented him from leaving China to
receive the award, and even prevented
him from delivering the traditional
speech in absentia.
Contrary to suggestions in some
obituaries in the West, his death will not
bring an end to protests in China against
the regime, because his example, and
that of other imprisoned dissidents, continues to inspire many people to stand
up for the rights supposedly guaranteed
under China’s constitution but routinely
ignored by the state.
As with much of the official information coming from China, it is very
difficult to know how many people are
currently imprisoned in the country.
Certainly, many people are imprisoned
for actions that, in the West, would
be regarded as exercising the rights
of freedom of association, of religious
belief and practice, and freedom of
speech. Others are imprisoned for vague
offences such as “subversion”, which can
mean almost anything that offends the
ruling Communist Party.

Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo
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Statistics
Almost everything about Chinese statistics needs to be taken with a handful of
salt. But it is widely believed that China
has the highest execution rate in the
world, and 46 separate crimes warrant
the death sentence.
According to the BBC, the prisoner
population per head of population is 118
per 100,000, a figure far below that for
the United States and Russia, and even
below Britain’s on a per capita basis.
But this figure is just the “official” rate,
and it includes only those who are held
in Ministry of Justice prisons, which are
not subject to independent audit.
The prisons do not include “re-education through labour” institutions, which
are not part of the criminal system but
are counted as administrative detention,
where prisoners are subject to forced
labour. These institutions are known as
laogai.
In 2008, the Laogai Research Foundation, a human-rights group founded
by an exiled ex-prisoner and based in
Washington, DC, estimated that approximately 1,045 laogai factories, mines and
farms were operating, containing an
estimated 500,000 to 2 million detainees.
Additionally, there are military prisons in which the number of detainees is
unknown.
Another class of detainees in China
are those held prior to trial, like the
employees of Australia’s Crown Casino
who were detained in 2016 for over six
months until they agreed to plead guilty.
There are estimated to be hundreds of
thousands of such detainees in China.
It is not clear where the persecuted
Falun Gong practitioners fit into the existing forced labour system. Supporters
of the movement in the West believe that
up to 800,000 people were detained after
Falun Gong was ruthlessly suppressed in
1999.
The then-President of China, Jiang
Zemin, set up a special force, known as
the 6-10 Office, to suppress Falun Gong,
and to detain practitioners of this peaceful way of life. The office still exists today.

by Peter Westmore
Subsequently, there was an extraordinary growth of hospitals involved in
organ transplants, and human rights
lawyers in the West have shown that Falun Gong practitioners were targeted for
selective killing, to acquire their hearts,
lungs, corneas and other organs, for this
gruesome but very profitable trade.
Although Chinese people would not
know the full details of the persecution
of dissidents, the practice is so widespread and the abuses of power are so
well known that the Communist Party
itself is morally discredited, and retains
power only through its control of the
apparatus of the state.
The death of Liu Xiaobo followed the
predictable pattern. Despite the fact that
he is the only Chinese-resident Nobel
Peace Prize winner, there was no mention of him in Chinese-language media
in China, and social media was censored.
The BBC reported that the only reference to him came in English-language
media that is under government control:
“Xinhua and CCTV news issued brief
statements on their English sites stating
that Liu Xiaobo, ‘convicted of subversion
of state power’, had died.”
Following his imprisonment for subversion in 2009, Liu himself pointed the
way forward for China when he wrote:
“China’s political reform … should be
gradual, peaceful, orderly and controllable and should be interactive, from
above to below and from below to above.
This way causes the least cost and leads
to the most effective result.
“I know the basic principles of political change, that orderly and controllable
social change is better than one which is
chaotic and out of control. The order of a
bad government is better than the chaos
of anarchy.
“So I oppose systems of government
that are dictatorships or monopolies.
This is not ‘inciting subversion of state
power’. Opposition is not equivalent to
subversion.”
The communist Government did not
agree, and for this he was imprisoned as
a subversive and died.
NW
RIP Liu Xiaobo.
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Cory Bernardi claims
strong flow to his ranks
When South Australian Senator Corey
Bernardi announced he was leaving the
Liberal Party in February to set up his
own party, naysayers described it as a fit
of pique and/or a vanity project.
Bernardi had become slowly fed up
with the Federal Coalition over a number of issues, clashing not only with
Malcolm Turnbull but with Tony Abbott
before him.
But less than half a year later, Bernardi’s Australian Conservatives has
emerged as a genuine force on the right
of Australian politics and a serious
threat to the voter base of the Coalition
as it begins the process of registering as a
political party up and down the eastern
seaboard.
Even without an election the Australian Conservatives already has four
members of Parliament in Australia, and
if apparent nominal support translates
into actual votes, those ranks could swell
over coming state and federal elections.
The four MPs include two former
Family First members in the South
Australian Parliament, plus Rachel
Carling-Jenkins, who recently left the
Democratic Labour Party to join the
Australian Conservatives, in the Victorian Parliament, and of course Senator
Bernardi himself.
Bernardi is currently not anticipating
any further defections, but won’t be
knocking them back either.
“The reason I say that is because I
will not pressure anyone into joining
the Australian Conservatives,” he told
Fairfax Media, though at the same time
he sensed a wave of support: “Politics
as usual is failing the people, that’s why
there are so many turning off the major
parties.”
More than 100,000 Australians have
given their email address to the Australian Conservatives. That is a significant
mailing list of motivated people. Each
one of these potential supporters receives material from the party and many
have made donations.
However, Bernardi is not counting his
chickens: only those who have signed
up for formal membership of the party

and paid their first year’s annual dues are
counted as genuine members.
Bernardi says his party already has
about 2,500 members in Victoria, while
its total national membership had gone
from zero to something approaching
13,000.
Each member pays a $25 fee and there
are no discounted or free memberships,
which mainstream parties use to stack
branches and bolster their numbers.
The Australian newspaper’s foreign
editor, Greg Sheridan, recently penned
an opinion column with the opening
warning: “Watch out Malcolm Turnbull
and all eastern state Liberal Party leaders
– Cory Bernardi is coming hunting for
your members and your voters.”
Indeed, the Liberals and to a lesser
extent the Nationals, are vulnerable to a
bleeding of supporters on their conservative flank. “It is by no means unlikely
that the party will recruit more members
of parliament to its ranks before the Victorian and South Australian elections
next year and the NSW election the year
after, while timing for the Queensland
election is uncertain,” Sheridan wrote.
A key strategic mistake Malcolm Turnbull has made in seeking to govern for
the “sensible centre”, has been his failure,
deliberate or otherwise, to understand
the nature of the Coalition base.
The foot soldiers of the Liberal Party,
the party faithful, the bulk of donors and
the election-day volunteers, are as a rule
quite conservative, socially, culturally
and economically. And the party members in the seat of Wentworth (Turnbull’s
Sydney eastern suburbs seat) are atypical
of the rest of the party.
So, these members and supporters are
potential fodder for Australian Conservatives or One Nation, which is clearly a
rival party.
Pauline Hanson has a large and rusted-on support base, and a grudging re-

spect from many “non-political” voters
who are angry about being left behind
by government and globalism and who
despise multiculturalism and what they
perceive to be an out-of-control immigration policy.
But the history of One Nation is one of
defections and infighting and occasional
outlandish policy ideas. It has largely
survived through Hanson’s personal
resilience, which many voters respect.
Many Australian voters will be torn
between these two parties.
According to its manifesto, Australian
Conservatives is a movement, not a political party.
“We support and advocate for the essential pillars of conservatism as a means
of building a sustainable and prosperous
economy and maintaining civil society.
Thousands of years of human experience have demonstrated what works.
Unfortunately, this lived experience is
ignored by too many involved in politics
today,” the manifesto says.
The rapid rise of the Australian Conservatives has been the result of its being
a conduit for disaffected Coalition supporters, for conservatives who no longer
feel they have a voice, and for Australian
patriots who want to believe their country has a future in a globalised world.
Bernardi himself is keen to cast himself and his movement as “anti-politician”, and this has helped garner support.
Unfortunately his support for libertarian
economics, which has expressed itself in
rapacious globalism and the misnamed
“economic rationalism”, leaves voters
on the conservative side who yearn for
some economic justice – or just a job –
with no one to turn to. In this Bernardi
differs in no way from the Coalition or
the ALP.
But in the end only the ballot box
counts, and getting more members
NW
elected will be the real test.
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The rise and rise
of Old King Coal
by Peter Westmore
Coal, long derided as a “dirty” source
of energy, has suddenly returned to
favour, with the latest figures showing
that 1,600 new coal-fired power stations
are planned around the world, most of
them using the latest high-efficiency
low-emissions technology. World coal
production has also risen sharply as a
result.
Japan, an advanced economy of over
120 million people, is planning 45 new
coal-fired power stations, as it reduces
its dependence on nuclear energy, following the Fukushima meltdown.
Australia has not yet caught up with
the new trend, with the recently published Finkel Report on Australia’s energy future dismissing coal as yesterday’s
technology, and suggesting that there is
no future for coal-fired power stations in
Australia.
The figures on new coal-fired power
stations come not from the coal industry, but from anti-coal environmentalists
running websites like endcoal.org and
coalexit.org.
The anti-coal groups are alarmed that
coal usage around the world is set for a
massive expansion, contrary to anti-coal
propaganda, which claims that coal
usage is declining.
Even in the heart of green politics,
the European Union, 28 new coal-fired
power stations are planned or under
construction.

Expansion
According to the anti-coal campaigners,
Chinese power companies will supply
nearly half of the world’s new coal generation expected to commence operation
over the next 10 years.
Chinese companies are planning or
building more than 700 new coal power stations around the world, of which
some 300 are in China itself. At present
about 2,800 power stations are operating
in China.
According to an article in The New
York Times (July 1, 2017), if the 1,600
new coal-fired plants planned and under
construction come into operation, they
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will lift global power output by 43 per
cent.
Countries in our region that are
expanding coal power include Indonesia,
the Philippines and Vietnam.
Meanwhile, the consequences of the
recent closure of the Hazelwood (Victoria) and Northern (SA) power stations
continue to reverberate.
A recent study quoted in The Australian Financial Review found that Queensland, long an importer of electricity,
is now an exporter, and that Victoria,
previously an exporter, is now a net importer. (July 5, 2017)
More alarming was the fact that renewable energy, which has been touted
as the solution to Australia’s looming
energy shortage, has completely failed to
make up the shortfall.
In South Australia, wind power, which
is the mainstay of the state’s renewable
energy capability, fell by 50 per cent over
previous months due to a lack of wind.
To make up the shortfall, generation had
to be ramped up from the Pelican Point
gas plant near Adelaide, and the small
Ladbroke Grove gas plant near Penola,
in the southeast of the state.
For the month of June, SA’s wind
farms, which are expected to have a
rated output of about 35 per cent of capacity, had an actual output of 13.3 per
cent for the month. In the lowest week,
it produced just 7.9 per cent of capacity,
and on two separate days, its output was
below 1.5 per cent.
The figures highlight the risk of depending on wind and solar power, particularly in periods of peak demand, in
mid-summer and mid-winter.
The Finkel Report, published in May,
canvassed the proposal for a phase-out
of all coal generation in Australia, but
argued that it is was unnecessary, as the
major Australian generators, Origin,
AGL and Engie, have announced plans
to divest from coal generation in any
case.
The report highlighted comparable
countries announcing plans to cease
coal generation, including Germany and

Canada. Yet it made no mention of the
massive expansion of coal generation
around the world. (See the graph on the
facing page.)
However, both those countries’ power profiles are totally different from
Australia’s.
Germany has long produced vast
quantities of surplus electricity that it
exported to neighbouring countries,
including Switzerland, Austria and
Holland. It also generates power from
nuclear energy.
It is now importing electricity from
France – which gets most of its energy
from nuclear power – Sweden, and
neighbouring Poland, which is increasing its number of coal-fired generators.
Nevertheless, reliance on renewables
has pushed up power prices in Germany
to among the highest in Europe.
Further Germany’s intentions are unclear. While the country has committed
to reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by 40 per cent by 2020, and to halving
emissions from energy production by
2030, Germany mining company RWE
is planning the expansion of some of
Europe’s biggest coalmines – Garzweiler
and Hambach – and Germany’s Climate
Action Plan 2050 has not set any deadline for the last of its coal-fired power
plants to go offline.
Canada obtains almost two-thirds
of all its electricity from hydro, and a
further 16 per cent from nuclear power.
Power from coal is less than 10 per cent
of the total, compared with over 70 per
cent in Australia. While Canada claims
that over 70 per cent of its energy comes
from “renewables”, only about 2 per cent
comes from wind and solar power. Most
of the rest of that 70 per cent is hydro.
Like Germany, Canada has a large surplus capacity in electricity, and exports
its surplus to the neighbouring United
States.
None of these facts was mentioned
in the Finkel Report, showing that
the debate in Australia is shrouded in
NW
misinformation.
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Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2017, p10

As the above graph amply shows, coal, along with its fossil-fuel cousins oil and gas, composes the great bulk of energy production worldwide, while
renewables, if we include hydro among them, contributes maybe 10 per cent to the world’s energy generation. No responsible government around
the world is going to endanger the very lifeblood of its people’s economic and social life until such a time as the mix of fuel sources can reliably be
tilted towards renewables. Of course, the word “responsible” when associated with the governments of South Australia and Victoria looks like a joke.
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LETTERS
Climate variables,
energy constants
Tom King (“Energy sense”, Letters, News
Weekly, June 3, 2017) seems to believe
that, instead of recycling the carbon
dioxide we produce back to the atmosphere where it originally came from,
we should hide it away, thus preventing
plants from accessing it and using it to
grow faster and to better resist drought.
This is clearly not in our interest.
The idea that a trace gas in the atmosphere, amounting to 0.04 per cent, less
than 1/20th of the amount of argon in
the atmosphere (and who’s ever heard of
argon in the atmosphere?) could control
the climate, given all the factors which
affect it, is clearly absurd.
These factors include variations in solar activity (the prime cause of variations
in the climate), convection, conduction,
evaporation, condensation, the type and
coverage of clouds, wind, ocean currents,
urbanisation, and the type and extent of
vegetation. It is difficult to understand
how anyone could take this theory seriously, let alone actually believe it.
Time to move on to the next scare!

John Rodda,
Pakenham, Vic.
Leaving aside the very real concerns
about the new class of “climate scientists”
who excuse themselves from the usual
rigour of the scientific method, an even
bigger tragedy is the application they
and the economists make of quantitative
method to produce their predictions.
Have you ever seen a model where the
author has thoroughly argued causality?
Have you ever read a statement that says
that the model has 20 variables and by
multiple regression state that we are able
to predict just 40 per cent of what is to
happen? Do you ever see statements of
accuracy of input measurements and of
predictions?
I once heard a scientist on ABC radio
say that the sea would rise as much as
two metres – worst case scenario. When
asked by the journalist for best case scenario, he reluctantly replied “two millimetres”. What of course he should have
stated was that the accuracy of his model
PAGE 8

was such that his prediction was for a
rise of one metre, +/– one metre. That is,
the model was so poorly predictive that
it was useless.
My engineering experience leads me
to opine that one cannot know whether
global warming is due to anthropological impact or just natural long-cycle
variation in factors undiscovered. One
would want to be cautious about assuming that all trends would continue linearly or by some imagined construct for
the next 50 years. So my advice would
be “do not act now, wait 20 years to see
whether the theories and models are
proved predictive”.
Turning to the electricity market, the
Finkel report is deficient particularly
because he has not sought the advice of
engineering knowledge and experience.
Take for example the preference for gas
over coal. What matters is the efficiency
of burning the contained carbon to produce energy.
An old coal-fired steam turbine will
have an efficiency of about 33 per cent,
for all its capital intensity. A gas-fired
gas turbine is less efficient, but when
operated as a combined-cycle plant (gas
turbine, waste heat boiler and steam turbine), may have an efficiency approaching 60 per cent. But this combined cycle
plant can be run on coal, if the coal is
gasified, and reach almost the same
efficiency.
There should be no renewable generating capacity that cannot stand up
economically and functionally, when the
total cost of integrating it into the grid
are taken in to account. This includes
storage, control, monitoring and the
cost of gathering widely distributed generation units.

Jack Gardner,
Subiaco, WA
As a master plan consultant to 16
governments, I have been telling our
government now for over 20 years to
develop a master plan for essential infrastructure services.
Other countries have listened and
have planned in advance of needs, and
now they don’t have the problems being
faced in Australia.

This is what happens when government bureaucrats and politicians move
into areas of expertise they know nothing about. Politicians don’t fly our F-16
fighters, they leave that to the fighter pilots; neither should they try to fly blind
through master planning either.
Unfortunately, Australia does not
have a master plan till 2050, when the
Australian Bureau of Statistics predicts
a population of 42.6 million people for
Australia. That means 20 new cities each
of 1 million people must be developed,
with the additional power sources to
supply the houses and industries in these
new centres.
If it not planned and executed progressively from now on, then expect our
power problems to become worse than
some third-world countries, where load
shedding is a daily occurrence.
I made a presentation to the National
Civic Council in Melbourne in 2011,
to show how this could be done, using
our then $38 billion of Australian super
funds – which are at present invested
overseas, helping other countries, not
Australian infrastructure, or Australian
jobs – to create an AIDbank (Australian
Infrastructure Development Bank).

Dr Jeffry Camm,
Newtown, Qld.

It was just a pie!
It was most encouraging to read the
article (News Weekly, June 17) from the
president of the Rule of Law Institute
of Australia responding to Alan Joyce’s
petulant hissy over the pie episode.
A lifetime ban on the pieman flying
Qantas does not, as Robin Speed says,
accord with the rule of law. In addition,
there was absolutely no connection
between the incident and the safety of
passengers, crew or an aircraft, factors
alone which should be exercising Joyce’s
mind. For Joyce to claim it was a “criminal assault” is absurd fiction.
It’s always helpful when the legal profession speaks up, as Mr Speed has done,
and gives us factual, legal arguments and
a good dose of common sense.

Julia Patrick,
Darling Point, NSW
JULY 29, 2017

HEALTH

Gardasil® and the man on the stair
Part 2

by Dr Deirdre Little

Yesterday upon the stair
I met a man who wasn’t there.
He wasn’t there again today ...

Dr Deirdre Little is a general practitioner in Bellingen,
NSW. She has worked in primary care and GP
obstetrics for over 30 years. In the first part of this
two-part series, Dr Little outlined the investigations
she had made and the research she had published in
which she raised questions about the trialling and
safety of the Gardasil® vaccine.
In this part, she reviews some of the resistance
she has come up against within the drug research
community to her findings, although, as she says,
her findings have not been refuted.
This author has now notified the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) of
seven cases of premature ovarian failure
in very young women after Gardasil®
vaccination. No, notifications do not
mean causation, but can raise safety
signals.
The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
System (VAERS) in the United States
also presents some worrying facts. In the
10 years between the release of Gardasil®
in 2006 to February 2016, there were
123 reports of missed periods after this
vaccination. Only one of these girls was
tested for menopause. The result was

positive. Only one was tested for ovarian
reserve. The result showed “sudden
ovarian insufficiency” in the words of the
notifying endocrinologist. Another had
hormone testing, reported as “irregular”.
The diagnosis of the other 120 girls is
unknown. Another 18 girls’ reports are
classified as “ovarian disorder”, “ovarian
failure” or “premature menopause” after
Gardasil® vaccination. Although the
term “premature ovarian insufficiency”
has properly replaced “menopause”
and “ovarian failure”, it is still not a
VAERS diagnostic category, so cases are
haphazardly assigned to other categories.

The same is true for the TGA. We do
not know the background rate of young
teens randomly entering menopause
for no reason, coping with hot flushes
in high school, because the condition
is so rare it has never been measured
in this age group. We can’t compare the
notification rate of premature ovarian
insufficiency after Gardasil® with its
prevalence in young schoolgirls. Claims
that the notification rate suggests no
concern are not evidence based.
Julia Brotherton has been the medical
director of Australia’s National HPV
Vaccination Program. Her scientific
response to the above cases in Insight, the
Medical Journal of Australia’s magazine,
with co-authors David Hawkes and
Marion Saville, draws on the 200,000,000
distributed doses as assuring enduring
safety for ovaries.
Manufactured dose numbers, however,
cannot be relied upon. Epidemiology
needs to consider how many adolescents
are on the contraceptive pill; how many
have a contraceptive implant; how
much teenage acne is treated with the
pill? Critically, how many girls’ cycle
disruption is treated with the pill?
Each published Australian case had
been “treated” with the pill, masking
symptoms and delaying diagnoses for
up to five years.
The Insight article overlooks the
fact that only a tiny proportion of
possible drug-adverse reactions are
ever notified to the Therapeutic Goods
Administration. It does not mention
that even this number is falling. Indeed,
the TGA’s latest performance report
warns of a “serious decline in general
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medical practitioners reporting adverse
drug reactions”.
Reliance on the 200,000,000 factory
doses as evidence of ongoing ovarian
safety assumes doctors are notifying all
cases of premature ovarian insufficiency
after Gardasil® vaccination. However, the
median under-reporting rate of serious
and severe adverse drug reactions is 94
per cent.
Research shows it normally takes
five years to diagnose just 75 per cent
of premature ovarian failure in the
community, and 25 per cent will then
still remain undiagnosed. Furthermore,
only 39 per cent of women who miss
periods actually consult a doctor.
Of some concern, the Medical Journal
of Australia’s magazine, Insight, is
published by the Australian Medical
Association. It refers GPs and patients
alike to the “excellent” blogsite Skeptical
Raptor, “providing evidence about
vaccine safety”. The site wrongly insists
a saline placebo was used. A saline
placebo was not used. Endorsement
and reliance on such a blogsite could
undermine public vaccine confidence
and discourage pharmacovigilance by
advocating and directing readers to an
unreliable blogsite that disdains these
notifications.
Disappointingly, David Hawkes else
where states there is no reason to be
concerned that the original safety trials
did not report new medical conditions,
such as ovarian disorders, after month
seven. Month seven happened also to be
the time when safety trial participants
were allowed to stop using contraception.
Only then could ovarian disorders have
become visible.
He writes that my co-author and I
have provided “no rationale or biological
mechanism for including a longer
interval between HPV vaccination
and the onset of premature ovarian
insufficiency”! The biology is basic. If you
stop recording new medical conditions
exactly when you permit hormonal
contraception to cease, you accidentally
ensure you won’t pick up menopause or
any other ovarian disturbance.
While events defined as life threatening
– those needing hospitalisation and
lethal outcomes – are still recorded
after the seven months, deteriorating
menstrual cycles will not signal among
these “serious adverse events”. Rigorous
scientific responses are owed to rigorous
scientific questions.
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There is a serious need for research
into the mammalian ovary’s egg-bearing
capacity after quadrivalent human
papillomavirus vaccination. It is not
known whether these ovarian events
are or are not related to Gardasil®. This
may all be a coincidence, just a temporal
correlation, but we need to know. We
need to complete the rat studies for the
developing female ovary to the same
degree as those for the male testis after
Gardasil® vaccination. Meanwhile, its
adjuvants and its excipients warrant
closer review. A comparison of vacci
nated and unvaccinated cohorts is also
in order.
Yes, this vaccine has a role to play
in preventing human papillomavirus
cancers and deaths. Its total effect,
however, is awaiting measurement
at a population level. But premature
ovarian failure, if related, also shortens
life expectancy. A Swedish study of
22,000 women after menopause found
those entering menopause even at age
40 to 45 had a 40 per cent greater risk
of cardiac failure than those entering
menopause after 50. For each year’s delay
in menopause onset the rate of cardiac
failure fell 2 per cent. We don’t know
the cardiac implications for teenagers
entering early menopause.

just possibly have slipped through the
net. Pharmacovigilance.
What we don’t expect is for country
town GPs to have to tell the TGA that
Gardasil’s® Product Information is
wrong – that it misrepresents its trial
placebo as “saline”. We don’t expect to be
the ones who have to politely mention
that the million-girl post-marketing
study didn’t actually check for ovarian
events, or to have to point out that
girls with irregular periods don’t go to
accident and emergency departments
for a consult. Irregular periods won’t
show up in accident and emergency
studies. We don’t expect to have to do the
literature review showing no published
research has tested and evidenced
the adolescent ovary’s ongoing postvaccine safety. Neither do we expect to
be denigrated for vaccine-adverse event
reporting and for careful scientific peerreviewed documentation. The efficiency
and risk-benefit of all pharmaceutical
products including vaccines relies on
sound, transparent research and on
pharmacovigilance.
Sixteen is an exhilarating, exciting
age. The first breeze of life’s capacity
wisps into schoolrooms, studies and
friendships. It uplifts young eyes to see
and sense the new season of adulthood,

It is simplistic to accuse peer-reviewed
questioning of being “anti-vaccination”.
Vaccine confidence in the community is
best upheld by sound research, scientific
responses and pharmacovigilance.
For any medication, the benefits
must substantially outweigh the risks.
However, for vaccines given to well
persons, the evidentiary levels of safety
must meet the highest standards of
all. Benefits and risks must be well
researched, knowable as far as is possible
and documented.
It is simplistic to accuse peer-reviewed
questioning of being “anti-vaccination”.
Vaccine confidence in the community is
best upheld by sound research, scientific
responses and pharmacovigilance.
Family doctors like myself are
committed to providing vaccination
upheld by the pillars of science at one
end, and to be there at the other end for
those rarer adverse outcomes that may

a richly hopeful and rightly protected
space. Year 11. Even the number makes
promises. Let’s not break them.
In the words of Edward Jenner: “I shall
continue to prosecute my inquiry”.
NB: All young women and parents of
girls who have a diagnosis of premature
ovarian failure, premature menopause
or premature ovarian insufficiency
which began with abnormal periods
after the Gardasil® course should notify
the Therapeutic Goods Administration
NW
of their diagnosis.
The extensive references that accompany
this article can be found on the online version
at www.newsweekly.com.au
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

by Peter Westmore
The attempt by radical Sunnis to establish
Islamic State (IS), a terrorist caliphate
in Syria and Iraq claiming authority
over Muslims worldwide, looks near to
defeat, with the liquidation of its empire
and the reported death of its leader.
It is expected that IS-inspired terrorism around the world will gradually
diminish as a consequence.
Islamic State was formally established
in 2014, following the declaration of a
caliphate by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, a
former al Qaeda operative in Iraq, who
had been involved in the military resistance to the American forces that overthrew Saddam Hussein and installed a
Shia-majority government in Iraq.
The caliph claims religious, political
and military authority over all Muslims,
so predictably, the establishment of
Islamic State was formally rejected by
all the other existing authorities in the
Islamic world, both Sunni and Shia.
However, its successes in capturing
control of large swathes of Sunni territory in northern Iraq, which had been
persecuted by Shia militias since the
overthrow of Saddam, and territory in
Syria, following the uprising against
the Assad regime, made it a formidable
force in both countries.
At its height in 2014, it was estimated
that Islamic State had 30,000 fighters,
many of whom had been recruited

Death of caliph will hasten
end of Islamic State
from non-Muslim countries around the
world, including Australia.

Billion-dollar empire
A 2014 study by the Rand Corporation,
using captured IS documents, estimated
that IS had assets of some $3 billion,
most of it looted from banks in Mosul,
and an annual income of over $1 billion,
much of that coming from the sale of
contraband oil, but also from extortion, kidnapping and taxes imposed on
the people under its control. It was the
wealthiest terrorist group in the world.
An international alliance including
the United States, NATO, Australia,
Russia and some nations of the Islamic
world, particularly Saudi Arabia, was
established to conduct an air war against
Islamic State, while American-trained
Iraqi forces battled IS in Iraq, and Kurdish forces, also backed by the U.S., fought
against IS on the ground in Syria.
The culmination of these efforts
occurred in the battles for Mosul, the
second city of Iraq, captured by IS in
2015, and Raqqa, a large city in Syria.
Islamic State seized control of Sunni
territory in northern Iraq and Syria,
using the tactic of unlimited violence
to instil a sense of fear into those it controlled. The tactic largely worked. IS has
murdered tens of thousands of people in
northern Iraq and Syria.

The tactic was then exported to the
West; using the internet to export IS
ideas, and jidadists from the West who
had been radicalised by visiting IS-controlled territory, and who were instructed to carry out insurrections in the West.
Appalling, brutal and barbaric as such
tactics are, they were insignificant compared with the murder and mayhem IS
unleashed in northern Iraq and Syria,
which led to international military operations to destroy it. The coordinated air
and ground military operations against
IS have led to the deaths of many of its
leaders over the past three years.
The latest announcement by the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights of
the death of the caliph himself is a body
blow to the organisation.
The Observatory said it had “obtained
reliable information from a first-line
commander of the ‘Islamic State’ organisation and second-line commanders of
the organisation, [who] confirmed that
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of the
‘Islamic State’ organisation, is dead”.
The sources added that al-Baghdadi
died in the last three months in a village
in the eastern countryside of Deir Ezzor,
on the Syria-Iraq border, but the sources
did not specify how he died.
Added to this has been IS’s loss of Mosul, the second city of Iraq, which was
regained by the central government after
being under IS control for three years.
The battle to regain control of Mosul
took eight months from the time the
operation officially commenced, and
was the scene of the most bitter houseto-house fighting seen anywhere in Iraq.
Much of the old city was destroyed.
At the same time, the IS capital in
Syria, Raqqa, has also been under attack
from Kurdish-led U.S.-backed forces
of the Syrian Democratic Front from
the north and west, and Assad’s Syrian
Army from the west.
The defeat of IS marks the end of its
reign of terror in the Middle East. The
snake is most dangerous when it’s cornered, but it can be expected that in
the longer term attacks will decrease in
NW
Europe.
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Why we must
fight for freedom
President Donald Trump
The following is an edited
version of U.S. President
Donald Trump’s address
to the Polish people at
the Warsaw Uprising
Monument in Warsaw,
on July 6, 2017.
This is my first visit to Central Europe
as President, and I am thrilled that it
could be right here at this magnificent,
beautiful piece of land. Poland is the
geographic heart of Europe, but more
importantly, in the Polish people, we see
the soul of Europe. Your nation is great
because your spirit is great and your
spirit is strong.
For two centuries, Poland suffered
constant and brutal attacks. But while
Poland could be invaded and occupied,
and its borders even erased from the
map, it could never be erased from history or from your hearts. In those dark
days, you have lost your land but you
never lost your pride.
So it is with true admiration that
I can say today, that from the farms
and villages of your countryside to the
cathedrals and squares of your great
cities, Poland lives, Poland prospers, and
Poland prevails.
Despite every effort to transform you,
oppress you, or destroy you, you endured
and overcame. You are the proud nation
of Copernicus – think of that – Chopin,
Saint John Paul II. Poland is a land of
great heroes. And you are a people who
know the true value of what you defend.
The triumph of the Polish spirit over
centuries of hardship gives us all hope
for a future in which good conquers evil,
and peace achieves victory over war.
For Americans, Poland has been a
symbol of hope since the beginning of
our nation. Polish heroes and American
patriots fought side by side in our War
of Independence and in many wars
that followed. Our soldiers still serve
together today in Afghanistan and Iraq,
PAGE 12

combating the enemies of all civilisation.
For America’s part, we have never
given up on freedom and independence
as the right and destiny of the Polish
people, and we never, ever will.
Our two countries share a special bond
forged by unique histories and national
characters. It’s a fellowship that exists
only among people who have fought and
bled and died for freedom.
The signs of this friendship stand in
our nation’s capital. Just steps from the
White House, we’ve raised statues of men
with names like Pułaski and Kościuszko.
The same is true in Warsaw, where street
signs carry the name of George Washington, and a monument stands to one
of the world’s greatest heroes, Ronald
Reagan.
And so I am here today not just to
visit an old ally, but to hold it up as an
example for others who seek freedom
and who wish to summon the courage
and the will to defend our civilisation.
The story of Poland is the story of a people who have never lost hope, who have
never been broken, and who have never,
ever forgotten who they are.
This is a nation more than one
thousand years old. Your borders were
erased for more than a century and only
restored just one century ago.
In 1920, in the Miracle of Vistula,
Poland stopped the Soviet army bent on
European conquest. Then, 19 years later
in 1939, you were invaded yet again, this
time by Nazi Germany from the west
and the Soviet Union from the east.
Under a double occupation the Polish
people endured evils beyond description: the Katyn Forest massacre, the
occupations, the Holocaust, the Warsaw
Ghetto and the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, the destruction of this beautiful
capital city, and the deaths of nearly one
in five Polish people. A vibrant Jewish
population – the largest in Europe – was
reduced to almost nothing after the
Nazis systematically murdered millions
of Poland’s Jewish citizens, along with
countless others, during that brutal
occupation.
In the summer of 1944, the Nazi

and Soviet armies were preparing for a
terrible and bloody battle right here in
Warsaw. Amid that hell on earth, the
citizens of Poland rose up to defend their
homeland. I am deeply honoured to be
joined on stage today by veterans and
heroes of the Warsaw Uprising.
This monument reminds us that more
than 150,000 Poles died during that desperate struggle to overthrow oppression.
From the other side of the river, the
Soviet armed forces stopped and waited.
They watched as the Nazis ruthlessly
destroyed the city, viciously murdering
men, women, and children. They tried
to destroy this nation forever by shattering its will to survive.
But there is a courage and a strength
deep in the Polish character that no one
could destroy. The Polish martyr, Bishop
Michael Kozal, said it well: “More horrifying than a defeat of arms is a collapse
of the human spirit.”
Through four decades of communist
rule, Poland and the other captive nations
of Europe endured a brutal campaign to
demolish freedom, your faith, your laws,
your history, your identity – indeed the
very essence of your culture and your
humanity. Yet, through it all, you never
lost that spirit. Your oppressors tried
to break you, but Poland could not be
broken.
And when the day came on June 2,
1979, and one million Poles gathered
around Victory Square for their very
first mass with their Polish Pope, that
day, every communist in Warsaw must
have known that their oppressive system
would soon come crashing down. They
must have known it at the exact moment
during Pope John Paul II’s sermon when
a million Polish men, women, and
children suddenly raised their voices in
a single prayer. A million Polish people
did not ask for wealth. They did not ask
for privilege. Instead, one million Poles
sang three simple words: “We Want
God.”
In those words, the Polish people
recalled the promise of a better future.
They found new courage to face down
their oppressors, and they found the
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words to declare that Poland would be
Poland once again.
As I stand here today before this
incredible crowd, this faithful nation,
we can still hear those voices that echo
through history. Their message is as true
today as ever. The people of Poland, the
people of America, and the people of
Europe still cry out, “We want God”.
Together, with Pope John Paul II, the
Poles reasserted their identity as a nation
devoted to God. And with that powerful
declaration of who you are, you came
to understand what to do and how to
live. You stood in solidarity against
oppression, against a lawless secret
police, against a cruel and wicked system
that impoverished your cities and your
souls. And you won. Poland prevailed.
Poland will always prevail.
You were supported in that victory over
communism by a strong alliance of free
nations in the West that defied tyranny.
Now, among the most committed
members of the NATO Alliance, Poland
has resumed its place as a leading nation
of a Europe that is strong, whole, and
free.
A strong Poland is a blessing to the
nations of Europe, and they know that.
A strong Europe is a blessing to the West
and to the world. One hundred years
after the entry of American forces into
World War I, the transatlantic bond between the United States and Europe is as
strong as ever and maybe, in many ways,
even stronger.
This continent no longer confronts the
spectre of communism. But today we’re
in the West, and we have to say there are
dire threats to our security and to our
way of life. You see what’s happening out
there. They are threats. We will confront
them. We will win. But they are threats.
We are confronted by another
oppressive ideology – one that seeks
to export terrorism and extremism all

around the globe. America and Europe
have suffered one terror attack after
another. We’re going to get it to stop.
During a historic gathering in Saudi
Arabia, I called on the leaders of more
than 50 Muslim nations to join together
to drive out this menace which threatens
all of humanity. We must stand united
against these shared enemies to strip
them of their territory and their funding, and their networks, and any form of
ideological support that they may have.
While we will always welcome new citizens who share our values and love our
people, our borders will always be closed
to terrorism and extremism of any kind.
We are fighting hard against radical
Islamic terrorism, and we will prevail.
We cannot accept those who reject our
values and who use hatred to justify
violence against the innocent.
Today, the West is also confronted by
the powers that seek to test our will, undermine our confidence, and challenge
our interests. To meet new forms of aggression, including propaganda, financial crimes, and cyber warfare, we must
adapt our alliance to compete effectively
in new ways and on all new battlefields.
We urge Russia to cease its destabilising
activities in Ukraine and elsewhere, and
its support for hostile regimes – including
Syria and Iran – and to instead join the
community of responsible nations in
our fight against common enemies and
in defence of civilisation itself.
Finally, on both sides of the Atlantic,
our citizens are confronted by yet another danger – one firmly within our
control. This danger is invisible to some
but familiar to the Poles: the steady creep
of government bureaucracy that drains
the vitality and wealth of the people. The
West became great not because of paperwork and regulations but because people
were allowed to chase their dreams and
pursue their destinies.

Americans, Poles, and the nations of
Europe value individual freedom and
sovereignty. We must work together
to confront forces, whether they come
from inside or out, from the South or the
East, that threaten over time to undermine these values and to erase the bonds
of culture, faith and tradition that make
us who we are. If left unchecked, these
forces will undermine our courage, sap
our spirit, and weaken our will to defend
ourselves and our societies.
We have to remember that our defence
is not just a commitment of money, it is a
commitment of will. Because as the Polish experience reminds us, the defence
of the West ultimately rests not only on
means but also on the will of its people
to prevail and be successful and get
what you have to have. The fundamental
question of our time is whether the West
has the will to survive. Do we have the
confidence in our values to defend them
at any cost? Do we have enough respect
for our citizens to protect our borders?
Do we have the desire and the courage
to preserve our civilisation in the face of
those who would subvert and destroy it?
We can have the largest economies
and the most lethal weapons anywhere
on Earth, but if we do not have strong
families and strong values, then we
will be weak and we will not survive. If
anyone forgets the critical importance
of these things, let them come to one
country that never has. Let them come
to Poland. And let them come here, to
Warsaw, and learn the story of the Warsaw Uprising.
Our own fight for the West does not
begin on the battlefield – it begins with
our minds, our wills, and our souls.
Today, the ties that unite our civilisation
are no less vital, and demand no less
defence, than that bare shred of land on
which the hope of Poland once totally
rested. Our freedom, our civilisation,
and our survival depend on these bonds
of history, culture, and memory.
And today as ever, Poland is in our
heart, and its people are in that fight. Just
as Poland could not be broken, I declare
today for the world to hear that the West
will never, ever be broken. Our values
will prevail. Our people will thrive. And
our civilisation will triumph.
So, together, let us all fight like the
Poles – for family, for freedom, for country, and for God.
NW
Thank you. God Bless You.
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SPIDER-MAN:
HOMECOMING
Reboot on a domestic scale

Reviewed by Symeon J. Thompson

Most comic books superheroes are not
relatable. People might like Iron Man or
Batman, but their secret identities are
super rich guys with serious problems,
the sort of people you’d like on your side,
but wouldn’t necessarily want to be. And
God-like aliens like Superman or Thor
are cool, but are not really role models.
But there is one superhero who’s popular precisely because he is so relatable
– Spider-Man, who’s secret identity of
Peter Parker is a very bright but otherwise normal teenager. He’s a kid who
ended up with superpowers as the result of an accident; who, in addition to
fighting crime, is also fighting the typical
adolescent problems of schoolwork and
social anxiety.
Spider-Man: Homecoming is the latest big-screen reboot of the character,
this time within the Marvel Cinematic
Universe.
We were first introduced to this version of Peter Parker/Spider-Man (Tom
Holland) in Captain America: Civil War,
where he is recruited by Tony Stark
(Robert Downey jnr) to help deal with
the problem of a rogue Captain America
(Chris Evans). Peter is young and enthusiastic, a keen fan of the Avengers, and in
particular Tony Stark, and is desperately
trying to play it cool when he’s with the
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heroes but is so elated by everything that
he can only just contain himself.
On returning to New York, where he
lives with his Aunt May (Marisa Tomei),
Peter returns to school, which he is
finding increasingly dull, and returns
to “fighting” crime, such as stopping a
grand theft bicycle, or helping an old
lady with directions. He’s a friendly
neighbourhood Spider-Man who really
wants to be an Avenger.
While out on patrol, Spider-Man
comes across a group of bank robbers
using high-tech weapons. He stops
them, but in the process they cause
immense damage. When Peter tries to
explain to Happy Hogan (Jon Favreau),
Stark’s head of security, Happy brushes
it off. This leads to Peter being even
more determined to prove himself by
finding the source of the weapons and
destroying them. All the while having
to deal with high school, and a supercurious best friend who’s discovered he’s
Spider-Man.
The man behind the weapons is Adrian Toomes (Michael Keaton), a salvage
worker who was initially contracted to
clean up after the New York alien invasion, and who was strong-armed out
of the deal by a joint U.S. Government
/Stark Industries agency. A decent,
hardworking, but quick-tempered family man, Toomes thought the contract
would be his ticket to a better life for
himself and his family and his workers
and their families. Angry that he’s been
rejected, he sets himself up as a low-level
arms dealer, providing criminals with
weapons hybridised from alien and human technology.
Spider-Man: Homecoming is the third
big-screen version of the character, and

is probably the most accurate depiction
of the teenaged web-slinger. Sam Raimi’s
Spider-Man trilogy was a masterful exercise in popcorn mythology, but Toby
Maguire’s Peter Parker, while superb, was
a lot more angst-ridden than the source
material, and the series has a distinctly
darker vibe. Marc Webb’s The Amazing
Spider-Man films had a lighter touch
with a great performance by Andrew
Garfield in the title role, but didn’t hang
together that well. Homecoming brings
Spider-Man back to the Marvel Universe
and does a brilliant job of it.
The movie is one of the funniest entries in the Marvel Cinematic Universe,
a universe that’s been getting progressively darker as the stories continue.
Homecoming brings back the joyful
enthusiasm of superhero-worshipping
childhood. Since the stakes are not planetary destruction, there’s more chance
to deal with the human element, things
like Peter’s awkward relationship with
his crush, Liz (Laura Harrier), or how he
deals with the arrogant, bullying Flash
(Tony Revolori).
Moreover it shows how hubris plays
out at a smaller scale, and how seemingly little things can matter a great deal.
Stark’s disregard for the little guy is the
reason Toomes turns to crime. Peter’s
disregard for his own immaturity puts
his friends in danger, as well as his own
future. He’s so caught up with wanting to
be a hero that he forgets he’s still a boy.
Spider-Man: Homecoming is a delightful
incarnation of the beloved character, one
that deftly portrays the ordinary heroism
of everyday life and growing up.
NW
Symeon J. Thompson is a member of
the Film Critics’ Circle of Australia (FCCA).
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GENDER POLITICS

Edmund Rice Education Australia
proposes transgender sex-ed
by Chris McCormack
Recently, Edmund Rice Education Australia (EREA) issued three scoping documents that form a proposal to develop
a whole-of-school approach to “transgender” sex education for its schools.
EREA governs 52 Catholic schools and
has 34 associate schools across Australia.
EREA has released three documents, Live Life to the Full: Resources for
Principals, School Leaders & Teachers,
the Safe and Inclusive Learning Communities report by Peter Norden, and Live
Life to the Full: EREA Safe and Inclusive
Learning Communities Statement (SILC).
The SILC statement says that “’transgender’ relates to a person whose sense
of personal identity and gender does
not correspond with their birth sex. A
person who is transgender may or not
decide to ‘transition,’ which requires
medical and psychological support.”
Broadly, “transgender” theory promotes the idea that a person’s gender
identity is fluid and can be other than
a person’s sex at birth. It says that a
boy can identify as a girl, or a girl can
identify as a boy, or that a person can be
on a spectrum of male/masculine-to-female/feminine, or a person can have
an identity independent of sex (for
example, agender, androgyne, gender
fluid, gender queer), or a person can be
genderless. Gender identity is subjective,
self-defined and fluid. In theory, every
person can have their own, self-defined
gender identity.
The SILC statement goes on to say that
“‘gender questioning’ relates to people
who may be questioning the validity
of their biological sex”. In psychology,
this is called gender dysphoria, where
distress results from a conflict between a
person’s self-defined gender identity and
their sex as recorded at birth.
In such cases, the SILC statement says,
“it is recommended that the approach
taken if a student discloses a wish to
transition should be developed under
the advice of and in collaboration with
the young person, their parents and
caregivers, appropriate professionals, as
well as key school and EREA staff ”. This
statement suggests the school and others

will take an active part in deciding what
course of action will be taken with the
child, rather than leaving the welfare of
a gender dysphoric child to the child’s
parents.
Statistics on sexual orientation, particularly statistics on same-sex attraction, have been inflated by Australian
Research Centre in Sex, Health and Society (ARCSHS) at La Trobe University,
using biased survey methodology.
Separately, there is a very small number of children who are transgender: that
is, they have the psychological condition
of gender dysphoria. SILC appears to
have inflated the figures on gender dysphoric children.
Further, advocacy groups, like
ARCSHS, have conflated transgender
with same-sex attraction to push for
transgender sex-education programs
like the highly controversial Safe Schools
Coalition program. This program,
developed by ARCSHS, has been defunded by the federal and several state
governments.
Now EREA is proposing a “transgender” sex education program based on
ARCSHS data.

Figures on same-sex
attracted teens

The SILC statement claims that 16.8
per cent of students are either same-sex
attracted or attracted to both sexes, citing
the 5th National Survey of Australian
Secondary Students and Sexual Health
produced by the ARCSHS. This figure
has been inflated using biased survey
sampling.
Of the 2,136 participants in this
survey, 774 (36.3 per cent) did not
complete the survey at school. The
online ads seeking participants for the
survey were found exclusively through
websites associated with gay activist,
polygamy activist, sadomasochistic and/
or pornographic organisations. Some
of these included the Minus 18 (a gay
youth activist organisation) Facebook
site, the Tumblr page of “keep it safe
summer”, which promotes gay rights,
polyamory, sadomasochism and sex

toys, the Tumblr page of Necromancers
Soul, which contains extremely violent
and sadomasochistic content, and the
Facebook site of a radio sex program
which specifically promoted Minus
18 and homosexual content in sex
education, as well as LGBT issues and
the sex industry.
Further, the online advertisement
asked participants to “help shape the
future of sex ed in Australia.” One
hundred and ten “students”, or 5.1 per
cent of participants, did not provide the
name of their school and may or may
or may not have been students. Only
26 schools (3.5 per cent) participated
out of the 737 schools that were
invited, rendering the study statistically
worthless. Even the authors suggest
on page 73 of the 5th National Survey
of Australian Secondary Students and
Sexual Health that the sample of schools
that participated was biased, with a larger
proportion of progressive schools with
“comprehensive” sexuality-education
programs.
While the authors of the report made
it clear that the online participants
represented a statistically distinct
population from the school students,
they nevertheless combined the two
samples into one data set.
In addition to biased sampling, it
appears that no effort was made to
prevent one person completing the
online survey multiple times.
Given the revelations of the biased,
targeted sample group used, no weight
could be placed on the survey figures.
In short, the claim that 16.8 per cent of
Australian school students are same-sex
attracted was based on heavily biased
sampling that has no statistical validity.
In contrast, the Australian Bureau of
Statistics General Social Survey 2014
states that 3.0 per cent of the population
identified as gay, lesbian or other.
Morgan Research polling found a similar
average figure, but also showed that in
2012–14, same-sex attraction peaked at
6.5 per cent when people are in their 20s
and declines to 1.7 per cent when people
are in their 50s.
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Figures on transgenders

The EREA Resources for Principals,
School Leaders & Teachers claims that
5 per cent of school students are transgender. The source for this figure is
unclear.
However, figures from the 2016
Australian Census show the number
of those identifying as something
other than male or female is very
small, between 5 and 16 per 100,000
people, or 0.005–0.016 per cent of the
population. According to the American
Psychological Associations Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-5 (DSM 5), the prevalence of gender
dysphoria is 0.005–0.014 per cent for
adult natal males and 0.002–0.003 per
cent for adult natal females.
What about children suffering from
gender dysphoria?
Dr Alexander Korte et al. (in Deutsches
Ärzteblatt
International,
105(48),
pp834–841) reviewed the literature on
gender dysphoria in childhood and
adolescents based on a selective Medline
literature search, existing national
and international guidelines, and the
results of a discussion among experts
from multiple relevant disciplines.
Korte et al. found from multiple
longitudinal studies that only a minority
of children with gender dysphoria “go
on to an irreversible development of
transsexualism”. The studies cited found
that between 80 per cent and 97.5 per
cent of children with gender dysphoria
have resolved their identity uncertainty
by adulthood and identify only with
their biological sex recorded at birth.
Leading Australian paediatrician
Professor Dr John Whitehall says that
what is of concern, is how “gender
dysphoria now rivals that of anorexia
nervosa with its incongruity between
bodily reality and mental perception
(the body is thin but is imagined to be
fat) … In anorexia, management seeks
to reduce the mindset, not substantiate it
… But, with regard to gender dysphoria,
[the opposite is] happening.” (Quadrant,
May 2017)
Professor Louise Newman, director
of the Monash University Centre
for Developmental Psychiatry and
Psychology and former president of
the Royal Australian and New Zealand
College of Psychiatrists, claims that the
increase in cases of gender dysphoria
appears to be due to decreasing social
stigma of the condition, the inclusion of
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transgender issues in school education,
and the access young people have to
online information and networks.
Dr Whitehall has commented that
cases of gender dysphoria display a
“conflict between matter and mind
[that] can be as destructive as any
other delusional state and deserves our
compassion”; which raises the question:
is transgender sex education the way to
help these young people?

Recent emergence of
“bullied GLBTIQ student”
The EREA Live Life to the Full-Resources
for Principals, School Leaders & Teachers
also claims that 75 per cent of same-sex
attracted or gender-questioning young
people experience homophobic or trans
phobic abuse and 80 per cent of this
abuse occurs in Australian schools. The
source for this figure is not clear.
Similarly, Peter Norden’s Safe and
Inclusive Learning Communities report
states: “For many same-sex attracted
youth, the practices of school staff
compounded their experience of discri
mination.” For this he cites a national
youth survey by Hillier, Dempsey and
Harrison (1998). The survey’s report was
co-authored by ARCSHS.
While anyone who is “different” for
any reason is vulnerable to school bullying, in an extraordinary admission, Professor Tiffany Jones, collaborator on the
Writing Themselves In 3 study, writes in
the Journal of Sex Education (2013) that
the “bullied GLBTIQ student” is a recent
emergence constructed by researchers,
many of whom are backed by GLBTIQ
networks.
“A stress on victimhood and endangered wellbeing can be supported by research participating processes, whereby
students may be repeatedly asked … to
describe and express their feelings about
experiences of bullying and thoughts of
suicide, or to … describe moods,” she
wrote. If the “bullied GLBTIQ student”
is merely a research construct, it would
not seem to be a sound basis on which
to build programs such as “Safe Schools”
or the EREA proposal.
Furthermore, good education peda
gogy says that anti-bullying programs
should teach students not to bully
anyone for any reason, not just one
group of potential victims.
Is ARCSHS research being used to
justify GLBTIQ anti-bullying programs

or to transform a supposedly antibullying program into a transgender
sex-education program?
Speaking at the 2015 Melbourne
Marxism Conference, co-founder of
the Safe Schools Coalition program Roz
Ward said that the Safe Schools Coalition
program was more about advocating for
transgender theory-based programs in
schools.
Roz Ward complained that children
had been conditioned by society and
its law into adopting male and female
gender identities. “Everything from
the toilets we use, the school uniforms,
changing rooms, all official documents,
passports, the process is that you go
through at airports, everything is
divided into these two limited gender
options,” Ward said.
ARCSHS advocates sex education
based on transgender theory, or queer
theory, which says that any person, adult
or a child, can identify with a gender
identity that is other than their sex
recorded at birth and does not have to
be based on biological sex.
A hotly contested issue among transgender advocates is the extent to which
children can be their own “sexual agents”
capable of making their own decisions
about their gender identity, sexual
expression and practices. On the basis
of child agency, transgender advocates
have campaigned for programs like the
ARCSHS’ Safe Schools Coalition sex-education program in schools so that children can become informed agents.
It is unclear what form of program the
EREA is proposing. However, it has indicated that its scoping proposal is based
on research by ARCHS. Safe Schools
Coalition director Craig Comrie has
said: “The design of the program is very
much similar to ours.”
If this is the case, does it intend to
provide transitioning support for a very
small proportion of children suffering
from gender dysphoria, when global
research reveals that 80 to 97.5 per cent
of gender-dysphoric children identify
only with their sex recorded at birth in
adulthood?
If transitioning support involves medical interventions – which carry many
known (and possibly unknown) medical
risks as documented recently by Dr
Whitehall in Quadrant – will education
authorities find themselves subject to
future compensation claims for failure
to exercise a duty of care for minors? NW
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WHAT’S
IN A TUNE?
Minor change makes
a major difference

by David James
Respect for other commentators’
wisdom and insight is always greatly
increased when they arrive at a similar
conclusion to oneself. Thus it is necessary to applaud the argument of Kurt
Poterack, Adjunct Professor of Music
at Christendom College in Virginia,
who contends that popular music since
the 1980s has lacked melody (“A people
without melody”, getprinciples.com).
Poterack has a Masters and Doctorate
in music composition, so is at least superficially qualified to comment. And he
does take care to refine his position. He
says what is lacking is tuneful melody,
which he believes popular songs have in
abundance. He defines that as tunes that
people can “take with them”: sing, hum
or whistle as they go about their daily
activities. Most people can also easily
sing them unaccompanied.
Such melodies, Poterack argues, have
a degree of internal logic: “a shape, a
waxing and waning, a rise and fall of the
pitches, a focal point or two, and a longterm forward motion from note to note
to note to its logical conclusion. Good
melodies have, as Aaron Copland once
wrote, an ‘inevitability’.”
The American songbook tradition,
which ended in the 1950s, was based on
these types of melodies, which are highly
memorable. The Beatles and “adult pop”
writers like Burt Bacharach and Antonio
Carlos Jobim – and once again Poterack
is undoubtedly extraordinarily wise
because I agree with him – produced
highly melodic and harmonically sophisticated pieces.
Poterack argues that popular music
then took a turn for the worse, over-emphasising rhythm and reducing the need
for melody. In truth, this began in the

1960s: rhythm is the key to the effect of
the Rolling Stones and Led Zeppelin,
and guitarist Jimi Hendrix.
That stress on rhythm continued in
the 1980s and ’90s. Michael Jackson,
probably the most successful pop singer
ever, actually had a quite ordinary voice,
but his rhythm was exceptional, even
sublime. George Michael sang songs
that had little melody but he had great
rhythmic power.
Matters have degenerated further this
century. Rap, which is really anti-music,
is entirely tuneless – and it does not
even have the saving grace of convincing rhythm. Amazingly, for a “music”
supposedly based on African cultural
origins, it does not swing. The only aspect of it that is even slightly interesting
is the social commentary from rap performers when they talk about what they
are doing.
So, what happened? Surely a memorable melody is what makes a song a
commercial success. Why has the music
“industry”, which claims to be based
on a commercial logic, seemingly lost
the ability to produce perhaps the most
important part of its “product”? Memorable melodies get reproduced, and
covered by other artists. This generates
consistent royalties. So, surely it is good
business to keep churning out the memorable melodies?
One reason is the disappearance of
modulations in the writing: changing
of the key. Bacharach and Jobim used
sophisticated harmonies that included
modulation and it is heavily used in the
American song tradition.
Modulation is also a strong feature of
The Beatles melodies. For example, the
use of pivot notes in Penny Lane – which

shift the melody brilliantly from the
major key to the minor key – transforms
what would sound like a trite ditty into a
delicious musical excursion.
There is nothing especially challenging about modulations; they are a basic
element of composition. So, why have
they all but disappeared? The answer
seems to lie in the heavy use of effects in
digitally produced music.
Recorded popular music is extensively
treated with reverb, echo, various forms
of aural “excitement”, automatic tuning.
Then it is heavily compressed to remove
the highs and lows of the music and
turned into MP3s or MP4s, which further flattens out the sound.
These processes make the music sound
superficially impressive, but it has the
effect of removing the natural tension
and release in the music. Everything
becomes impressively bland.
Modulation is a way to create tension
and release, so it tends to suffer from
the effect of the technology. That is why
modern cover versions of older songs so
often seem to lack the original impact.
In such heavily treated music, another
compositional technique tends to work
much better: melodies that repeatedly
use the same notes, with the chords
shifting underneath them. That is overwhelmingly the method used in modern
pop songs, which is why so much of it all
sounds much the same.
If you want to hum melodies of that
type to yourself, all you are left with is
repeated, monotonous figures. It is why
melody is indeed dead – or, at least,
NW
resting.
David James is a Melbourne
writer and musician.
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Moves that may push
our constitution over
THE BREAK-UP OF AUSTRALIA: The Real
Agenda Behind Aboriginal Recognition
by Keith Windschuttle
Quadrant Boooks, Sydney
Hardcover: 470 pages
Price: AUD$44.95
Reviewed by Dr Augusto Zimmermann
Keith Windschuttle is a leading Australian conservative writer. He is also an
accomplished historian and the editor
of Quadrant, a prestigious conservative
current affairs magazine.
Windschuttle is a prolific writer and
the author of numerous articles and
books. His most famous contribution,
The Fabrication of Aboriginal History:
Volume One (2002), was positively reviewed by Geoffrey Blainey, arguably the
country’s greatest ever historian. Blainey
called it “one of the most important and
devastating books written on Australian
history”.
In his latest book, The Break-Up of
Australia: The Real Agenda Behind
Aboriginal Recognition, Windschuttle
explains why, in his opinion, Australian
voters have not been told the truth about
the proposal for constitutional recognition of Aboriginal people.
Aboriginal activists often contend that
the Australian Constitution is a racist
document that discriminates against
Aborigines. They express a desire to
remove “racist” provisions of the constitution, and to add a new preamble that
recognises the “first inhabitants” of Australia and potentially their special rights
as the traditional custodians of the land.
Contrary to these claims, the Australian Constitution is positively not a racist
document. On the contrary, as Windschuttle points out, most Aborigines
had full citizenship in 1901. Even before
Federation, “the great majority of Aborigines had the same political rights as
other Australians, including the right to
vote, which the Constitution guaranteed
in Section 41” (p2).

Nonetheless, section 25 of the Constitution is often interpreted as contemplating a denial of the franchise on the
grounds of race. This section says: “For
the purposes of the last section, if by the
law of any state all persons of any race
are disqualified from voting at elections
for the more numerous House of the
Parliament of the state, then, in reckoning the number of the people of the
state or of the Commonwealth, persons
of that race resident in that state shall not
be counted”.
As noted by Windschuttle, the reason
the section was included in the Constitution is because in the 1890s Queensland and Western Australia did not
allow full-blood Aborigines to vote in
state elections. That being so, the constitutional framers wanted to bring those
states into line with all the others, where
Aborigines did have the franchise.
This provision was therefore designed
to penalise the states that discriminated
against Aborigines by reducing their
representation in Federal Parliament.
Rather than denying Aboriginal people
the franchise, the framers of the Constitution actually supported giving all
Aborigines voting rights from the very
outset.
Another passage in the Constitution
that Aboriginal activists identify as racially offensive is section 51 (xxvi). This
reads in full: “The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power to
make laws for the peace, order, and good
government of the Commonwealth with
respect to: (xxvi) The people of any race,
for whom it is deemed necessary to
make special laws.”

However, as Windschuttle notes, not
once since Federation has section 51
(xxvi) lent support to unfair discrimination on grounds of race. On the contrary,
in Kruger and Bray v Commonwealth
(1997), Justice Dawson stated that the
powers given under this provision “were
required to be exercised in the best interests of the Aboriginals concerned or
of the Aboriginal population generally”.
Aboriginal activists often complain
that Aborigines are not acknowledged
in the Australian Constitution. Yet, as
Windschuttle correctly reminds us, the
Australian Constitution is primarily a
federal charter. It is a practical compact
to establish a federal system, not a synopsis of Australian history: it was never
intended to be a document reporting on
the history of the Australian people.
The Australian Constitution does not
mention the history of any ethnic group
at all. Instead, the Constitution is a federal compact between the people of the six
former colonies to form a Federation. Its
primary function is to distribute various
powers between the Commonwealth
and the States.
In order to gather popular support,
the advocates of recognition appeal to
highly emotional language. Apparently
Australians have no other option but
to support recognition. This was the
message conveyed in the Final Report of
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Act of Recognition Review Panel, in
September 2014.
This excerpt on page 11 confirms the
information: “The recognition of our
first peoples in the Constitution carries
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with it a moral imperative. The continued journey towards reconciliation
relies on the restorative power of this
referendum. A failed referendum cannot be contemplated. Indeed, the risk of
anything but a resounding national ‘yes’
vote is difficult to comprehend.”
The opening chapter of the Report lays
down its case explicitly: “In a country
that takes pride in its liberal and democratic traditions, it is surprising for
many to learn that the birth of the nation
was attended by racially discriminatory
sentiment, and continues to contain
racially discriminatory provisions in its
Constitution.”
Australians deserve to hear opposing
views before any decision is made to
proceed with a referendum. This is why
this book, The Break-Up of Australia, is
so important. It helps us to assess any
risk derived from recognising Aboriginal peoples in the Constitution, and why
a national “no” vote to recognition might
not be entirely a negative thing after all;
quite to the contrary.
Far from being a racist document,
our Constitution treats all Australians
equally, no matter when they or their
ancestors arrived here. By contrast, a

successful referendum could further divide the nation, not unite us. It might be
discriminatory to give some Australians
status and privileges that are not available to others simply because of their
ancestry.
So, why is it necessary to amend the
Constitution when it is clearly not a
racist document? Why is it necessary
to amend the Constitution when every
jurisdiction in Australia has long ago
legislated for racial non-discrimination?
According to Windschuttle, the real
intention behind recognition is to gain
“sovereignty” for a future “black state”
equivalent in status and funding to
the existing Australian states. “Black
activists and their white supporters are
talking about this recognition being a
‘launching pad’ or the ‘next step’ in the
process towards their real objective of
self-government and sovereignty,” he
writes.
Windschuttle argues that these activists want us to recognise the “distinct
rights” that purportedly flow to Aborigines because of the fact they are descendants of the first peoples. Following a successful referendum, “Aboriginal rights
would become a matter of constitutional

THE SHOW: Another Side
of Santamaria’s Movement
by Mark Aarons, with John Grenville
Scribe, Melbourne, Paperback: 265 pages, Price: AUD$32.99
Reviewed by Peter Westmore

The principal author of this book, Mark
Aarons, was for many years a member
of the Communist Party of Australia
(CPA), and earlier, a leader of its youth
organisation, the Eureka Youth League.
His father had been general secretary
of the party, while he himself had been
employed by the ABC.
It would be difficult to imagine that
such a person could write an objective
account of the history of the National
Civic Council, or its founder, Bob Santamaria. After all, Santamaria had played
a decisive role in defeating attempts by
the CPA to capture control of Australian
trade unions, the student movement,
and other institutions over many years.
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Readers will not be surprised that
Santamaria was, by Aarons’ account, a
tyrannical, autocratic liar who was prepared to do anything, and say anything,
to get power.
Those who, like myself, worked alongside Bob Santamaria for years will find
no resemblance between the Aarons
mythology, which the left has peddled
for decades, and the reality.
It emerges, however, that the underlying purpose of Aarons’ research into
Santamaria was to “prove” that there
were deep and long-standing links between the NCC, the Australian Security
Intelligence Organisation (ASIO), which
the CPA characterised as Australia’s
“secret police”, like the KGB in the Soviet
Union, and America’s CIA.
This was a deeply held belief within

interpretation by the High Court. As
they demonstrated in the Mabo case in
1992, judges of the High Court are far
more likely to give aboriginal activists
what they want than are politicians.”
(p15)
In sum, Australians would be asked to
recognise “distinct rights” that purportedly flow to Aborigines on the grounds
that “we got here first”. For Windschuttle, “we got here first” is a much poorer
constitutional principle than “we are all
created equal”.
Break-Up of Australia is well written
and well argued. It is an important
contribution to a significant debate, so
every fair-minded person would gain
by reading it. As for myself, I have really
gained by it and so I wholeheartedly
recommend it.
NW
Dr Augusto Zimmermann is a Law Reform
Commissioner with the Law Reform Commission of Western Australia and Professor
of Law (adjunct) at The University of Notre
Dame Australia, Sydney. He is also Director of
Post-Graduate Research and Former Associate
Dean (Research) at Murdoch Law School, and
a Fellow at the International Academy for the
Study of the Jurisprudence of the Family.

the CPA from the 1940s, and occupies
seven chapters of this book.
In light of the fact that one of the
functions of ASIO was to maintain surveillance on subversives, and the CPA’s
role was to capture power in Australia to
advance the interests of a foreign power,
the Soviet Union, it is hardly surprising
that there was occasional contact, even
exchanges of information.
While Aarons asserts that intimate
and continuing ties did exist, and relies
on personal connections between two
priests associated with the Movement in
its early years and ASIO, the evidence in
the book shows nothing of the sort. In
fact, the book quotes ASIO officers and
Bob Santamaria denying that close links
were maintained.
The author, who went to enormous
trouble to search ASIO’s historical archives and Bob Santamaria’s personal
papers in the State Library of Victoria,
then speculates that ASIO’s files and
the Santamaria papers must have been
purged to remove the evidence. This is
paranoia on a grand scale.
What more need be said?
NW
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Exposing the
transgender agenda
PAPER GENDERS: Pulling the mask off
the Transgender Phenomenon
Make Waves Publishing, Carlsbad, California
Paperback: 130 pages
Price: AUD $29.95

GENDER, LIES AND SUICIDE:
A Whistleblower Speaks Out

Make Waves Publishing, Carlsbad, California
Paperback: 152 pages
Price: AUD $29.95

by Walt Heyer
Reviewed by Peter Kelleher
In the September 24, 2016, edition of
News Weekly, I reviewed the novelised
biography of Walt Heyer. In Kid Dakota,
Heyer recounted the story of his life from
abused toddler to troubled cross-dressing adult to transgender female and back
again to the true Walt Heyer.
In the two books up for review here,
Heyer takes on what he characterises
as the sex-change cartel and those who
gain from it and what they gain. That
is, he exposes what is in effect a co-dependent relationship between those who
facilitate the sex-change phenomenon
– psychologists and surgeons on the
one hand, and the activists and media in
collusion on the other – and those who
insist that surgery is the only route at the
end of which they may find a measure
of happiness – that is, the transgenders
themselves.
For those familiar with popular books
on psychology, the word “co-dependent”
will leap out, as it is a term that describes
the pathology of the relationship between unequal and abusive partners.
Some domestic situations fit this pattern.
It is particularly apt in this context.
Heyer describes how blithely psychologists involved in the matter will write

a letter recommending sex-change
surgery for a patient. Two 50-minute
sessions, during which the topics are
voice, makeup, how to walk as a woman;
anything but even a superficial examination of what would bring a person to
the point of wishing physical mutilation
upon himself – or, sometimes, herself.
Then the surgery itself, which is little
more than the opportunity for the surgeon’s self-aggrandisement and monetary enrichment.
Meanwhile, the activists have the ear
of the media and have manipulated
psychiatric and medical groups into
submission. They have had such successes as enforcing a change of definition
in the psychiatry community’s central
reference text, the Diagnostic Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders. The entry
under “Gender Identity Disorder” was,
under pressure from activists, changed
to “Gender Identity Dysphoria”.
“Dysphoria” is, being a word not in
common usage, a term used to soften
up the reader and distract him from
the hard fact that it really just means
“disorder”.
In Paper Genders, Heyer takes the long

view, reviewing the political landscape
in relation to sexual matters, beginning
with the thoroughly discredited yet
still regent Alfred Kinsey. As is the way
with pseudo-science, its maleficent
echoes ring down the decades long after
the alarum has been found to be false.
The fact that Kinsey put transgressive
sexual matters into the popular culture
resonates today more than that the man
himself is now known as a “statistician”
in Mark Twain’s acceptation of the term
(lies, damned lies, and statistics) and a
sexual predator.
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Heyer then ranges over the last century or so of quack surgical remedies to
situate sex-change surgery within a continuum of bizarre and now thankfully
abandoned surgical practices.
He takes us through the incredible
career of Dr Walter Freeman, known as
the “ice-pick doctor”, who was a pioneer
in the procedure of inserting an ice pick
into the frontal portion of the brain,
going in through the tear duct, and
waggling it around until the “patient”
showed evidence of passivity.
This procedure, the most famous
recipient of which was Rosemary Kennedy, JFK’s sister, was lobotomy.
The other practice worthy of “Ripley’s
Believe It or Not” that Heyer writes
about from surgery’s closet of historical
horrors, is the intervention against insanity that involved the pulling of teeth.
One Dr Henry Cotton, at work in the
1920s and ’30s, became convinced that
the bacteria that caused syphilis lodged
in the teeth and that he could cure the
infection, and prevent the insanity that
syphilis can lead to, by pulling out the
infected teeth.
Cotton conflated syphilitic insanity
with all types of insanity, and quickly
moved from pulling infected teeth to
pulling all teeth, and on to removing
other organs as he found his interventions did nothing to cure his patients’
insanity.
Cotton, it seems, made himself an
instance of Einstein’s dictum on insanity
– that it can be defined as doing the same
thing again and again after it has been
found not to work – by doing the same
thing (essentially) again and again, even
as he moved from extreme to extreme.
There is a certain poetry, one might say,
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in that insanity eventually claimed him
and that he pursued it to its logical conclusion: he pulled his own teeth.
These selections from the darker corners of medical history (to which eugenics might be added) testify to the fallibility of a science in its earlier development
as much as to the temptation to hubris
of its practitioners. And to these Heyer,
rightly in my opinion, adds the purveyors of bodily mutilation that we know as
sex-change surgery. Not to mention the
lifelong poisoning of the healthy system
that puberty blockers and hormone
therapy represent for every person,
many of them pre-pubertal children
unlucky enough to fall into the hands of
these latter-day snake-oil salesmen.
Heyer’s second book, Gender, Lies and
Suicide: A Whistleblower Speaks Out,
covers much of the same territory related to the dangers of transitioning. Here
he makes use of his blog conversations
with people who have contacted him
expressing their regret at having gone
through sex-change surgery.
In dealing with the astonishingly large
number of transgenders who attempt
suicide, Heyer here cites the clinical
finding that 90 per cent of people in the
general population who commit suicide
have depression or another diagnosable
mental or substance-abuse disorder.
Then he asks why that statistic should
not apply to transgenders.
The answer he gives is that to acknowledge the possibility does not forward the
activists’ political agenda.
He writes: “The reasons are very
simple:
“1. The LGBT agenda rules the social
and political climate. They don’t want
the word ‘disorder’, much less the phrase

‘mental disorder’, associated with their
agenda.
“2. Individual transgenders reject
the idea that they could have a mental
disorder.
“3. The medical community that caters to transgenders rushes to treat them
with hormones and therapy.
“4. Suicide is hushed up, unless it can
be blamed on bullying or discrimination
to help the activist agenda, even though
they are not the prominent causes of
suicide.”
Heyer also touches on the unrecognised suffering that the families of
those suffering gender dysphoria go
through, not least because the activists’
and promoters’ view is that they should
be celebrating their child or sibling or
parent’s decision to transition from their
natal gender.
All in all, both books are eye opening
and very readable. Heyer’s righteous
anger is palpable. And not the least
proof of the rightness of his position is
the almost complete silence on the subject, at least as available from Amazon,
in available books. Nearly every other
book that a search for “transgender” on
Amazon brings up is a “how to” screed:
proving that the field has been cleared of
the activists’ opponents, all knitted up in
silence. Walt Heyer’s voice echoes like a
NW
prophet’s in that silence.

Availability
Walt Heyer’s books are only available through his website, www.sexchangeregret.com NB Above prices
do not include P&P from the U.S.
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